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commemorative practices in the humanities around 1900 - these commemorative practices are not an
unfamiliar phenomenon to historians of science, who have for a long time investigated how medics, biologists,
astronomers and other scientists in the past commemorated their institutions, identities and historical
practices in ... - historical practices in science and medicine ludmilla jordanova sts occasional papers 6 . 2. 3
institutions, identities and historical practices in science and medicine ludmilla jordanova durham university sts
haldane lecture 20 march 2017. 4 the department of science and technology studies publishes sts occasional
papers to disseminate current research undertaken by our staff and affiliated ... pnina g. abir-am and clark
a. elliott (eds ... - bjhs, 2001, 34, 453–481 book reviews pnina g. abir-am and clark a. elliott (eds.),
commemorative practices in science: historical perspectives on the universeum’s working group on recent
heritage of science ... - commemorative practices in science. historical perspectives on the politics of
collective memory. osiris 14, 1999. aicardi, christine, and miguel garcía-sancho. "towards future archives and
historiographies of ‘big biology’." studies in history and philosophy of biological and biomedical sciences 55
(2016): 41–44. alberti, samuel j.m.m. why collect science? journal of conservation and ... bourbaki's art of
memory liliane beaulieu osiris, 2nd ... - bourbaki's art of memory liliane beaulieu osiris, 2nd series, vol. 14,
commemorative practices in science: historical perspectives on the politics of collective memory.
universeum’s+working+group+on+recent+heritage+of+science+ ... - 1 !
universeum’s+working+group+on+recent+heritage+of+science+ literatureon+recentheritageofscience+!!
abir&am,!pnina!g.,!and!clark!a.!elliott!(eds).! ritual, identity and nation: when the historian becomes ...
- first, whilst commemorative practices appear to be about the past they are actually about the present and
the future. commemorations are a way of capturing the sacrifices of the past to be used the british journal
for the history of science http ... - paved theway for acentury of investigations.1 a celebration of the mvz
is acelebration of grinnell.2 mvz newcomers are quickly introduced to the man behind the museum,
ommemoration of historical events has important current ... - policy on commemorative events can
draw upon the expertise of a wide range of disciplines, including history, political science, anthropology,
sociology, literature and drama, geography and education. history of science society annual meeting
cleveland, 3-6 ... - re/examining several inter-related themes on commemorative practices, women in
science, and comparative history of science. the changing commemorative practices for mme curie and her
dr. pnina geraldine abir-am websites: peopleandeis ... - ii) - commemorative practices in science:
historical perspectives on the politics of collective memory (chicago: chicago university press, 2000), as vol. 14
of osiris, an official publication of the history of science society; edited with c.a. elliott. the fisherton
monster: science, providence, and politics ... - the fisherton monster: science, providence, and politics in
early restoration england* harriet lyon christ’s college, cambridge abstract. this article reconsiders the
significance of an episode of monstrous french dna: trouble in purgatory, and: who wrote the book ... french dna: trouble in purgatory, and: who wrote the book of life? a history of the genetic code (review) pnina
g. abir-am technology and culture, volume 42, number 2, april 2001, pp. 390-392 (review) dogs and cocacola: commemorative practices as part of ... - dogs and coca-cola: commemorative practices as part of
laboratory culture at the heymans institute ghent, 1902–1970 truus van bosstraetenŁ abstract. this article
investigates the different dimensions and the attributed meaning of commemoration as essential parts of
laboratory culture. rather than a historical ethnography of commemorative rites, commemoration is studied as
a genuine ...
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